We demonstrate Micro Inspector/Cleaner which inspects and cleans the fiber end face with a simple action. It can greatly improve the work efficiency of optical fiber installation and maintenance.

Features
- Integration of a microscope with an optical connector cleaner using devised optical system
- Inserting into optical connector delivers an image of the fiber end face.
- One simple push action cleans the optical fiber end face.
- Portable size of 265 x 46 x 39 mm
- Connecting via USB with a PC enables power feeding and image capturing.
- Cleaning cartridge is replaceable.
- Works with many type of connectors including SC, MU, LC

Application Scenarios
- Shipping inspections of optical networks equipments
- Installation and management of optical connections
- Optical connections in experimental system

*1 SC(Single fiber Coupling), MU(Miniature Universal), LC(Lucent Connector)